
LEAF it to ROC
ROC announce their 2014 Leaf Spring catalogue

Commonly used in the 
suspension systems of 4WD 

vehicles, light commercials, pick-
ups, and some passenger cars; 
Leaf Springs remain an important 
suspension component and a 
profitable aftermarket opportunity.

The ROC leaf spring range 
features over 200 parts, covering 
more than 70 different models and 
making it one of Europe‘s most 
comprehensive collections.

The NEW 2014 ROC Leaf Spring 
catalogue, available early April, will 
add over 20 springs to the range, 
including new applications such 
as the Iveco Daly, Volkswagen 
Amarok, and Opel / Vauxhall 
Movano.

A leaf spring consists of one or 
more flat bars of spring steel (leaves) 
stacked on top of each other and 
formed into an arc. The central 
area of the arc takes the load of the 
axle whilst one end of the spring is 
attached directly to the chassis using 
a pin, and the other end via a shackle; 
allowing the leaf spring to extend 
in length as it is loaded, becoming 
flatter and longer.

An advantage of leaf spring 
suspension over coil spring is the 
ability to spread the load more widely 
across the chassis of the vehicle. 
This is particularly useful on heavy 
vehicles, as is the ability to increase 
the load carrying capacity of the 
spring, as necessary, by introducing 
additional leaves in the design.



Parabolic leaf springs are hot-
rolled in a purpose-built rolling 
machine, while the leaves of multi-
leaf springs are cut or stamped to 
shape. The ends of the main leaf are 
heated before the eyes are hot rolled. 

Individual leaves are heated and 
bent to the correct radius before 
being quenched in oil to strengthen 
the spring while maintaining the 
correct shape. Finally, the leaves are 
tempered to ensure high material 
toughness and strength.

After cooling, a shot-peening 
process is necessary for all parabolic 
leaves, and for the safety-critical 
leaves of each multi-leaf spring. 
Bushes are pressed into the 
eyes and the stack of leaves is 
assembled, before positive stresses 

are introduced via pre-setting. To 
prevent corrosion, parabolic leaves 
are individually painted on all 
surfaces, while multi-leaf springs are 
painted on just the outer surfaces, 
and lubrication applied between 
each leaf.

All ROC leaf springs, both 
parabolic and multi-leaf, are supplied 
with a 2 year manufacturer’s warranty 
and guaranteed to match or exceed 
OE standards, providing complete 
peace of mind and allowing fitment 
by authorised workshops without 
any warranty restrictions.

ROC supply both multi-leaf and 
parabolic leaf springs. Multi-leaf are 
traditional leaf springs, made up 
of several leaves stacked together 
getting progressively shorter, often 
with one or more auxiliary ‘helper’ 
springs added to prevent the leaf 

spring inverting under heavy load. 
The longest leaf typically has two 
eyes for assembling to the vehicle 
body, with the centre of the spring 

fixed to the axle using U-bolts; a 
universal range of which is supplied 
by ROC.

Modern ‘parabolic’ leaf springs, 
becoming more and more popular, 
are made from spring steel which 
is rolled into a taper at each end, 
following a parabolic curve, and 
require fewer leaves. This ensures 
efficient use of material and 
minimum weight. A parabolic spring 

design will perform the same tasks as 
a multi-leaf design but with a fraction 
of the spring weight, whilst increased 
flexibility can offer improved ride 

quality. Compared with multi-leaf 
springs however parabolic springs 
generally have reduced load carrying 
capabilities.

For further information, visit: 
www.rocsprings.com
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